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Alcova Star System 

December 24, 2611 

 

It’s Christmas Eve, and I’m 180 trillion kilometers from home. 

That doesn’t surprise me. MarkTel Corporation needs comms ferries deployed at the 

sundoors between stars, without regard for holidays, especially when those holidays are the 

archaic remnants of an oppressed religious sect. 

The mission is simple enough: my ship, RMS Marconi, is to deploy two of the four 

comms ferries she carries in the touch tracts that lead from Alcova to the next star systems down 

the line. Those ferries are nothing more than small Raszewski spheres capable of hopping from 

one touch tract to the other, bridging the dozen or so light years between sundoors circling two 

different stars. That’s how a starship can carry passengers, cargo, or weapons over distances that 

would usually take centuries, thanks to the quantum singularity—artificial black hole—generated 

at the core of each sphere. 

Same thing goes for communications. Signals, no matter what information they carry, 

move only as fast as the speed of light. And the scientists at Alcova’s biological research station 

on the second planet—Alcova Prime—don’t want to wait 60 years for messages and data to 

make a round trip to their bosses.  

So the comms ferry will sit in the touch tract, lazing around an invisible expanse not far 

from Alcova’s primary, and soak up everything that comes in—heaps of research reports, holo 

charts, video recordings of the planet’s wildlife, personal texts and vids to loved ones. Then—

pop—it’ll disappear from Alcova and reappear at Yeosu, 11 light-years away. 
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But comms ferries don’t get into place by themselves. And they don’t always work 

properly? Name for me one system that does, biological, mechanical, or otherwise. That’s where 

comms jockeys—namely, me—come in. 

 

Vincent Chen. Twenty-seven. Captain. 

Technically, that’s what I am, even though the service record with MarkTel lists me as 

“Interstellar Communications Ferry Deployment & Maintenance Specialist.”  

The title doesn’t matter so much as the self-appointed “captain” when the tract shift 

dumps me in to Alcova. For a few seconds afterward I see double—ghostly afterimages of the 

control board, its slew of panels and displays blurred in shades of blue. 

Always blue. Alarm Blue. I wave my hand, ten fingers that coalesce slowly into five. 

Within seven seconds, everything’s normal. 

I shut down the alarm lights, and restore normal colors to the bridge. Nothing pretty—a 

sphere 6 meters in diameter, with my chair and a semi-circle of consoles wrapped around me 

perched directly in the center. The curved interior surface is a pale, eggshell white crisscrossed 

with silver and black lines. Plain, for now. 

Another control triggers the best show. The entire inside of the sphere flashes, and gives 

me a view of surrounding space—as if I and Marconi are one. In that instant I’m the ship, 

floating in space, with the sharp glare of Alcova’s white-hot F-type star to starboard. The Nav 

computer strings planetary orbits in yellow lines out from the star, and pulls up a holo of 

Marconi off my left arm so that I get the full view of external and internal systems. 

She’s practical and plain—a single Raszewski sphere at the center, with a block of stubby 

engines aft. Four cooling vanes stud the tail end, like a carp’s fins. Grandfather told me a legend 
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about the falls of the Yellow River, way back on Earth. Supposedly a carp that leapt them would 

transform into a glorious dragon. 

Green lights, one after the other, blink in the hologram. All four comms ferries Marconi 

carries dangle from the bow spar like fruit on a branch. I have trouble reconciling the image with 

my expectations of mythical beasts. 

Sensors confirm: the F-type star pulses with radiation, far in excess of what’s healthy for 

the operating systems of a half million dollar comms ferry. Not dangerous to humans—the hulls 

of starships like Marconi are more than thick enough to withstand periodic barrages. But 

something as sensitive as a comms ferry would be toast. So it’s a matter of finding the right spot, 

within the amorphous blobs that represent the tract shifts, where the ferries can take up station 

without getting fried. 

Toast. Fried. Makes me hungry. I leave the Nav computer crunching numbers—there I go 

again!—and head for the galley. 

The bow spar of Marconi is laid out simply: my cabin behind the bridge, the greenhouse 

beyond that, and a small galley tucked in behind the greenhouse. The corridor’s light gray on the 

bulkheads and dark gray on the deck plates, with bright yellow lights set in to the edges of the 

ceiling and floors. I painted her once, this whole corridor, from the bridge hatch more than 20 

meters down to the next hatch, the one that leads through the Raszewski sphere to Engineering 

and Fuel Reserves. MarkTel techs repainted it. Deviation from specs, they said. 

So now, I hang rugs. 

Hooked rugs, made by hand. The one of the sunset is from Muhterem; the soaring eagle, 

a Liberty specialty; the lotus blossoms on a blue pond, straight from Harendra Desh. Easy to take 

down when I get back to the nearest MarkTel depot. There’s only three rugs, spread out over 10 
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meters, because they’re expensive.  Keep up this habit and I won’t have money left to spend on 

real food beyond MarkTel rations 

The galley’s barely worth the name—two chairs and a table, slapped against one 

bulkhead, with food processors, sink, and storage at the back. I peel the cover off a Pasta and 

Mushrooms/Standard Meal 9. Dried cherries and grapes take the edge off the bland. The smell 

pushes aside Marconi’s recycled air. 

She needs more smells. Sure, there’s metal and plastic and ozone—the last especially if 

something burns out. Occasionally there’s good old-fashioned human body odor, if I neglect 

showering. That happens when the days blur by. I miss the smells of other people, though. Their 

food. Their clothing. Blast, even their lack of deodorant! 

I sit in one of the chairs, and shovel into the meal. The chair opposite stays empty. No 

magically appearing meal partner. Cruel, if you ask me, that MarkTel reps ship out Declaration-

Class tenders with one crew and two chairs. 

I’m not technically alone. The hatch to Engineering slides open with a whoosh, and a pair 

of hamsters skitter along the corridor. Each one’s the size of my food and curved like a giant 

beetle. Spines and antennae and pincers protrude at weird angles. One has a blue stripe, the other 

red. I call them Blue and Scarlet, two of the sixteen who roam Marconi fixing what’s broken and 

making lists of things I need to do.  

Plus, I’ve got eight brassjackets, palm-sized hovering drones that flit about, doing pretty 

much the same thing. So that brings my crew complement up to 24.  

But they aren’t people. 

I tap my wrist comm. It’s linked to the bridge, and every computer system aboard. Nav’s 

about 80 percent done. Right now I just need one less vital system. 
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Strains of guoyue by the Tiaozhanese Planetary Orchestra reverberate off the bulkheads. 

The benefits of being the only crew: no one complains of my choice of music. 

My comm beeps. Nav computer’s done. And it has good news. 

 

Maneuvering into position for deployment is slow going. You can’t use the main 

drives—they give high thrust but spit out near as much radiation as the star. Ion drives are much 

slower, and steadier, allowing for precision.  

I ease Marconi near the area Nav has isolated as the best place for Ferry 601. It’s near 

enough to the locations prior sensor probes have deemed safe after months of observations. Good 

enough for me. Hands on the docking clamps, I pray, “This one is in your hands, Lord and 

Father.” 

The clamps release. 601 floats free. I set off bursts from the bow thrusters, decelerating, 

while 601 continues at Marconi’s prior velocity. I watch as the green diamond labeled “601” 

drifts toward the white area glowing in the Nav spread out before me. 

It crosses. 

I fire 601’s tiny thrusters, killing its momentum. She will drift, yes; nothing in space is 

ever still. Those thrusters will need to be recharged a couple years down the road. For now, she’s 

set in a stable location. 

The Comms center rings. And I do mean ring—I replaced the standard alert with a sound 

that, I’m told, accurately mimics the bell-like ringing of seven hundred year old communications 

devices.  

It takes me five seconds to realize the call’s for me. 
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I shouldn’t be getting any calls. Alcova is a system unused, except by researchers on one 

project or another. I’ve certainly never been here. And no one wants to contact a comms ferry 

tender. Why would they? We’re repairmen. 

I swipe at the screen. It’s indeed addressed “To Captain, RMS Marconi, from Exobiology 

Research Station Bravo Charlie Eight—Comms Staff.” Okay then. Here’s hoping they realize I 

did not bring them any news, other than what was recorded from the Reach galactic network 

before I made the tract shift. 

The message opens. It’s video of a woman, clad in a forest green jumpsuit and cream 

turtleneck. She’s lovely—mei bai. Dark eyes so wide I could be lost on their event horizon. Long 

black hair frames the sides of her face. 

“Good morning, Captain. I know you’re probably on an entirely different time base but 

it’s early a.m. here on scenic Alcova Prime.” Her voice is light, full of humor. I slide the volume 

indicator up, and run the vid through the scrubbers. Now it sounds more real, as if she were 

present. “I’m Comms Staffer Melinda Qin. We’d appreciate whatever news you may have 

brought, outside the comms ferries you carry. It’s—hard to explain, I guess. Most of my 

colleagues want to stay up on current events. I realize you don’t have any personal message with 

you, until the ferries are up and running, but try telling a non-Commer that, right?” 

I chuckle. We’re either mysterious wizards or balky techs, depending on whether the 

other person’s had a good or bad day. I start the warm-up for 601. Ten minutes, and she’ll be 

ready to make her first tract shift. All goes well, she’ll come back six hours later full of all the 

data the Alcovans could want. 

The Comms staffer is chatty, and I wish I could respond to her jests, and her questions, 

the instant she voices them. Sadly, I’m 1.2 astronomical units from her—about 180 million 
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kilometers. It took ten minutes for her message to reach me, and will take the same for my reply 

to meet her. A conversation that should take seconds in person could stretch beyond a half hour. 

“In any case, please signal us when your ferries are operational. I’ve sent the relevant 

data streams for transmission. Thanks, and be safe.” 

The video blanked. She’s true to her word, this Melinda Qin. There’s the tight-beam data 

set, packed full of all kinds of stuff. I run it through the sifters, making certain it’s free of bugs. 

Half a million dollar ferries, remember? 

The station’s entire collected information unfolds on my screen. Official logs, sensor 

records, reports on biological samples, videos and holos of creatures I’ve never seen before—all 

of them with six-legs, from burly furred mammals to sleek, color-shifting reptiles. 

MarkTel comms jockeys are authorized to inspect the contents of high-volume data sets 

that are generated by officials of the Realm of Five. Qin and her scientists fit the bill. It’s a 

holdover from the days when the king’s secret police kept tabs on everyone and everything. I 

finger the bulge of a metal crucifix beneath my shirt. They kept tabs on some of us in particular, 

as my parents constantly remind me. 

I swipe the whole set into the “Send” queue for 601. The timer’s counting down steadily 

to 601’s tract shift. Nine minutes left.  

Sure, why not? It isn’t as if I have any other conversation partners. 

I fire up a return signal to Qin. Blue and Scarlett skitter through the open hatch. Blue 

stops at my foot, lights flashing up and down his spine.  

The translation of received data glows on my wrist comm’s tiny screen: [Filters in 

ventilation section 45 replaced. Airflow restored to 100 percent normal.] 

“Nice work,” I say. “You get a cookie.” 
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Scarlet hangs back by the hatch, her own set of lights flickering. [All updates of 

hydroponics tubing are complete.] 

“Well, I’ll double check that. You two got sloppy last time. I had to pull three tubes.” 

They sit there, oblivious to my commentary. Their processors aren’t that complex—we’re 

talking maybe cat or dog-level intellects. So I send the “Message Received” reply key, and they 

both disappear into the corridor. 

Can’t get good help around here. 

The Comms station’s ready to record. I rake a hand through my hair. Fortunately, I cut it 

two days ago, and it’s a field of neatly-trimmed black. “Station BC8, this is RMS Marconi, 

Captain Vincent Chen commanding.” Sounds impressive, when I say it that way, though the 

echo inside the spherical bridge mocks me. “Comms Ferry Six-Oh-One is due to make its tract 

shift in less than eight minutes. Readying your transmission. By the time you get this, Six-Oh-

One will have made the shift. You should get the flash visually not long after this message. 

Thanks for the friendly welcome. Look forward to hearing from you again. Marconi out.” 

Send. Nice. I smile.  

 

Fifteen seconds left until the tract shift. I hold my breath. 

Anything can go wrong. Every once in a rare while, a ferry will explode while trying to 

shift. Don’t ask me why. The black hole in the center of the thing just breaks down. Nothing you 

can do then but write up the loss. 

More likely? If it fails, nothing will happen. That means a hardware failure I have to 

investigate.  

I hate spacewalks. 
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Three, two, one. 

There’s a blue-white flash, a shimmer of pearl, and the ferry’s gone. Black space and 

stars.  

I exhale. Perfect. 

A new timer starts. Six hours until the return. 

“And, we’re off.” I reach for the main drive controls and ease them forward. The anti-

matter engines accelerate, thrust forcing us onward at an acceleration rate of 25 gravities. 

Velocity spins upward.  

My course is a purple thread reaching out into space, curving around Alcova’s star. On to 

the next touch tract. Eight million kilometers. About five hours and I’ll be in position. 

With the main drives burning for the next hour, there’s a vibration underfoot that wasn’t 

there before. Everything shakes—my chair, the hatch, and the deck plates. Even my teeth, if I 

really pay attention. 

I tend to the greenhouse plants. This work I never let the robots do. Sure, they measure 

out precise amounts of water and dole the proper nutrients. But the room is a haven. Green 

leaves everywhere. Tomatoes and kale. Carrots. Everything smells of dirt and wet and life. 

Time passes effortlessly in here. I keep my wrist comm dark. Deep in space, there’s only 

so many ways to pass the hours and days between waypoints. This clears my head. 

There’s a poinsettia in one corner, beside the window that looks in to my adjacent cabin. 

Dark crimson leaves are a beacon. I pluck a few dead ones off.  

Suddenly the vibration dies out. After its constant presence, stillness is jarring. I touch 

base with the Nav computer—velocity at 880 kilometers per second, main drives shut down. 

Two hours for Marconi to get to the next touch tract, though about an hour from now I’ll have to 
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do another burn with the ship facing the opposite way to arrest our momentum. Using the main 

drives would put stress on the exhaust nozzles, so I’ll stick to the ion engines when the time 

comes. 

I focus on the poinsettias. Mother would have a half dozen of these around the house by 

now. Relatives from far flung Tiaozhanese provinces would be arriving. May even have a few 

friends coming from Levesque, a few star systems away.  

Ten years ago, I and my parents and brother hid in our basement, a single palm beacon 

glowing, as Father read from the Gospel of Luke.  

Listening with awe, about one little baby, and a legion of angels. Waiting in fear, for the 

Kesek secret police to break down our security latches. 

Their coats were the same color red as the poinsettias. 

It isn’t fair. Kesek is gone, our celebrations can be public as we like, and I’m stuck out 

here lacking another soul with whom I can celebrate. 

My wrist comm flashes red the same instant a klaxon blares throughout the greenhouse. 

The sound’s instantly recognizable, and I sprint for the bridge, not even needing to read my 

screen’s alert message. 

Collision imminent.  

In seconds I’m strapped in to my seat. The Nav display tells me everything I need to 

know about the approaching object: comet, its icy sheath all but evaporated. What’s left for me is 

a cluster of rocks, each one 40 meters across, with a halo of tiny debris preceding it.  

Marconi’s computer is perfectly capable of handling most evasions. But the rocks are less 

than 300,000 kilometers out, and moving at nearly 2,000 kilometers per second. Those numbers 

mean the comp wants me at the wheel, so to speak. 
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We’ve got two minutes to get out of their way.  

Problem: the comet refuse is spread across a thousand kilometers, and it’s so albedo poor 

the sensors can barely pick it up. Really, the Nav computer’s giving me it’s best guess. 

Smaller stuff is no big deal. I up the amperage for the electrostatic shields. An oval 

bubble appears around the hologram of Marconi. Any little bits that get in range will take on a 

charge, and a surge from capacitors inside Marconi will traverse to the grid laid on the outer hull 

before completing the circuit—vaporizing the rock. 

It’s the big suckers that make me reach for my crucifix. 

Ion engines flare, boosting us into an arc that should take us clear of the largest chunks. 

One minute. 

I glance at the red panel bordered with yellow and black caution stripes. The laser’s 

linked directly to the reactor. A couple well-placed shots from the single ventral turret could 

make this easier. 

Unless the aim’s off, and my shots create an entirely new swarm. 

Forty seconds. 

I flip up the switch. Targeting lines bracket the biggest chunk. Unfortunately it’s veered 

off the course Nav predicted, bringing it nearer to our position. When both me and the rocks are 

zipping along this fast, a split second move in the wrong direction means destruction. 

Laser’s locked on. I press the button. 

External hull cams let me keep an eye on the action. The turret is a gray dome with a 

bulging lens on one side. It gleams and flashes, the glare tamped down. Marconi’s hologram 

shoots red lines at the approaching rock. 

The first one bursts apart, largest chunks gone, the little ones spraying away. 
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I target another, this one coming dead on to us, hidden by the first rock. Same firing 

pattern.  

Different result. The shots are off by a hair, and the rock breaks into four smaller pieces, 

but each one’s still 5 meters wide.  

Ten seconds away. 

I throttle the main drives. Alerts badger me—you’re not supposed so use them this soon 

after a full burn. Runs the risk of fissures rendering the drive nozzles inoperable. But I need 

every ounce of thrust I can get. 

To that end, I add not just the ion drives, but the cluster of chemical rockets sandwiched 

into the aft end of Marconi.  

It’s enough of a boost the compensators strain to keep up. Air’s pressed from my lungs, 

and my body’s shoved deep into the seat. 

Flashes of light surround Marconi where the el-stat shield vaporizes incoming rocks. 

There’s a bump, and another, and a third even bigger. 

But the largest chunks go hurtling by. 

The alarms die out. I shut down the acceleration, and use the ions to nudge Marconi back 

on course. Everything seems good. No hull breaches. No air leaking. No fuel, either. 

Blue leads a team of hamsters out onto the hull. His imagery streams back to the bridge, 

providing me with video and stills of the impacts. They’re all minor. Even as I admit that the 

hamsters set about patching them, plasma welders flashing pink. 

Fear subsides, and anger bubbles up in its place. What’s the point? Risking my neck, 

alone, without a soul to comfort me or watch my back when things dump over the event horizon. 
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All so MarkTel can spin a profit. All so some biologists can transmit reports about weird 

creatures. 

I slap the console and push free of my straps. “Seriously? This is what I have to do?” My 

words bounce around the sphere of the bridge, echoing off the stars. “There isn’t even anyone to 

yell at!” 

I seethe for a spell, hands clasped behind my head, pulling at my hair. Eventually my 

heart slows, and my breathing calms. Cool your rockets. You’re not dead. You’ve got your ship. 

Nothing’s badly damaged. 

Should be easy to remember the promises—His hand never lets you go, and all that. Out 

here, though, with no one to remind you, it becomes apparent why Christians historically stick 

together. We need reinforcement of the tangible sort. 

The comms light flashes again. I punch the panel. 

“Marconi, this is BC8. Thanks for the receipt of transmission. We were all glad to see the 

ferry shift out. I’m looking forward to getting whatever the latest upgrades are for my console. 

This unit’s about two steps behind obsolete.” 

Melinda Qin. I lean against the bulkhead, and close my eyes. This message is audio only, 

so I summon up the image of her speaking from the prior video.  

“One of the guys down here says your ship’s Declaration-class. Do they really put you 

out there all by yourself? That seems terribly quiet. I’m always surrounded by noise. Between the 

comms earpiece and the cramped labs here, you get used to noise.” 

A deck panel creaked, far down the corridor. Blue and Scarlet, rolling next to each other. 

Lights flicker as they exchange information. I can hear every soft click. 
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“I have a favor to ask—if you could send me the specs for a DGB Encryption Module, I’d 

appreciate it. Mine’s showing signs of degradation, and if I had the newest specs I think I could 

bypass the problem areas. Hope all’s well! BC8 out.” 

DGB Encryption Module? They update those every few weeks. I flip through my last 

signals from MarkTel. There’s the one. Simple enough to attach it and send it along. The 

message, I notice, was sent directly to me, not just the ship’s ID. And there’s a text commnote 

along with the audio. 

Instructions for Unit 2 LK-11. 

Odd. There’s no other attachments. What instructions can she…? 

Ah. This is how Father and his friends used to communicate, when Kesek was watching. 

My Bible, complete with red paper cover, is tucked behind the Comms console. Gold letter on 

the spine bears the title and the “Haczyk Inc.” logo of the printers. Silver patching tape holds 

together a transverse rip. The chapter and verse are easy enough to find: “For unto you is born 

this day in the city of David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord.” 

Well. She’s a Christian, too. No one celebrates Christmas, otherwise. Okay, people do 

mark the occasion, but just with loud parties and lots of food. The religious aspects have been 

long stripped from it. 

Once again I’m in the basement. This time, we’re singing softly, “O come O come 

Emmanuel, and ransom captive Israel…” 

I had no idea what the words meant, but even before Father taught me, the melody 

haunted my dreams. It filled the tiny room. 

Today it rings in my head. 
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Qin—Melinda, now—must have sent it as a test. To see whether I was a Christian or not. 

She understood, then, what it was like. Did Kesek come for her relatives? Did she have to see 

them dragged from their homes, their bodies limp from the effect of a scrambler weapon on their 

voluntary nervous system? 

I start a response. She might not have wanted any of her colleagues to know she’s 

Christian. Somehow, that seems more solitary than if no one else were around. “Marconi to BC8. 

This is Captain Chen. I’ve attached your specs. Waiting now on Six-Oh-One’s return. I had a run 

in with some cometary fragments—nothing major. Oh, and those LK unit instructions? Fear not, 

for behold, I bring you good news of great joy: I found them easy to read. So thanks for the 

sentiment. Enjoy Ping An Ye. Chen out.” 

It sends. I smile. Ping An Ye.  The silent night.  

Speaking the words makes it a little less quiet. 

 

The rest of the journey to the second touch tract is a breeze. Deployment of 602 proceeds 

exactly as 601’s. I watch the timer as I swipe through my delver, reading about the news from 

the Starkweather region. Christians blamed for suicide bombings. Churches searched and pastors 

interrogated. At least no one’s been spirited away, in true Kesek homage. Not yet. 

Alcova star stays quiet. All the data gathered prior to my arrival and sent to me by BC8 

says it has been unusually dormant—minor flares. 

Five seconds until 602 makes its shift.  

I lean back in the chair. I should put on music. But I prefer it quiet right before the shift. 

Helps me concentrate. 

Three, two, one. 
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Nothing. 

Could be the timer’s off. It happens. I wait. 

One minute. 

Two. 

Five. 

Ten. 

Blast it all. If there’d been a minor delay 602’s software would have repaired it by now. 

So what’s the problem? I query the link between Marconi and 602. Nothing registers. 

Even worse. It means whatever the problem is, it’s wiring or circuitry or even 

mechanical, on the ferry itself.  

Great.  

Less than five minutes later, I’m fully suited for extravehicular work—bright orange suit 

with white ceramic armor plates, and a pair of beacons on each shoulder. The pack affixed to the 

back has my reserve air supply, temperature regulation, and thruster pack.  

Blue and Scarlet wait by the inner airlock door on Marconi’s lower deck. Lights flash 

between them. [Orders?] 

I slide a finger over the option for “Standard Protocols.” Sounds boring, but it answers 

Blue’s concern, and makes sure they won’t do anything dangerous, even if something threatens 

me. I sure don’t want them locking me outside—not that I’ve ever had it happen, but I’ve heard 

rumors. 

Helmet seals lock into place. Air hisses around me as the suit pressurizes. My breath is 

exaggerated, the sound filling my ears. Everything’s soaked in red. I punch the controls to cycle 

the airlock. The red snaps over to white-blue: vacuum.  
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The hatch opens, soundless, with only a tremor underfoot. My steps are clumsy, so much 

so it takes a concerted effort to not stumble over the threshold, where gravity dies and space 

takes over. 

I drift free of the airlock. There’s a moment of stomach-churning, but I just stare ahead 

and recite the first Psalm. Nausea passes quickly. Much better. I can enjoy the view of thousands 

upon thousands of stars.  

Speak of the star, Alcova’s sun blazes all around Marconi. She’s drifting parallel to 602, 

acting as a radiation shield in case any flares crop up. Still, sweat beads across my brow, and 

dampens my shirt. Cooling systems in my suit work their power cells hard.  

Three green lights flash on my heads-up display. Each circle is one of my three drones. 

The robots scoot out of their launcher under Marconi’s bow. I spin myself around, suit jets 

puffing white mist. Each drone’s a meter long, shimmering white cylinders with dumbbell ends 

full of thruster banks. Solar panels and spindly manipulators cover their middles. 

“Alright, boys, let’s make this swift.” I jet toward 602, firing off the main thruster at the 

center of my pack. There’s four more, one at each corner. Bursts periodically correct my aim. 

The drones take up position around me, a triangle with me at the center. 

The comms ferry hangs in space like a Christmas ornament. Mother’s glass spheres come 

to mind. I always put one up in our home, hidden among the other winter decorations she placed. 

Inside each one was a crystal. When you turned the ball, or shifted your perspective, an etching 

on the crystal’s surface flashed a cross—only for a second, just enough that you thought you’d 

imagined it. 
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Nothing visual tells me why 602 didn’t make the tract shift. Drone One feeds me sensor 

results—nothing amiss externally. Receivers are still open to data; the masts of ExForm material 

are extended like a hedgehog’s quills.  

It’s as I figured. I’ll have to crack open 602 and dig in the guts for the malfunction. 

The ferry is 30 meters away. I tip myself so I’m feet first toward it, and use the two lower 

jets on the pack to slow my ride. Let me think. Maybe there’s something internal that 602’s CPU 

monitored. I signal Drone One to query the CPU, something its systems can handle far more 

quickly and efficiently than my wrist comm. Drone Two and Three get stabilization duty, 

speeding ahead to latch on to 602 and hold it steady. 

My wrist comm flashes. I have the communications with the drones synced to the HUD 

in my helmet, so Drone One’s results start spilling across my visor. Operating systems are within 

accepted parameters. Don’t see any more than a couple percent deviation in— 

Wait a microsec. The text turns red, starts filling with gibberish.  

Oh blazes.  

I sever all the comm links, praying I reacted fast enough. Suddenly Drone Two veers off 

course, just meters from 602, and arrows toward Drone Three. Their collision crumples Drone 

Three’s midsection, snapping vanes and spraying shattered solar panels. Drone Two’s forward 

thruster bank cracks off, spinning away on its own wild trajectory. Within seconds their 

maneuvering fuel empties and they’re twisting in a grotesque dance that’ll only stop when the 

sun’s gravity drags them in. 

Drone One speeds off firing all its aft thrusters. Full throttle. I stare, unable to do 

anything, knowing what’s next. A vibration builds, shaking the drone along its center axis. 

The aft explodes in a white spray of fuel and fragments.  
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All of it passes without sound. My breathing’s harsh, rapid.  

Without warning my thrusters fire, shoving me away from 602 at a perpendicular. Before 

I can react I’m slammed on another 90 degree vector, and then pushed forward, accelerating. A 

red warning in my HUD tells me the jets are exceeding safe recommended thrust.  

Blast it! If this keeps up, the pack will explode, just like drone one. Either that or I’ll fly 

off from Marconi and 602 until my fuel’s expended. 

I buck and twist. Got to change my vector. If I can get close enough to 602—snag one of 

those masts— 

The pack boosts again, and I go spiraling off. Stars whirl into white smears. Vertigo grips 

my head, shakes it, and I can’t figure out where I’m going or where the comms ferry is.  

The alert’s pulsing, insistent. Now a timer: 30 seconds to thruster pack failure. 

Translation? Explosion. 

I strain an arm, bending it against the acceleration forces mashing my muscles. Almost—

there— 

The release triggers. I bounce off the pack, the impact throwing me off. I grab one of the 

thrusters at the corner. I yank until it’s got the spin slowed to a gradual drift, then kick off. The 

pack and I head in opposite directions. 

It blows up near enough to me that I shield my faceplate. Bits of debris pepper the suit. 

No punctures. Please, Lord, no punctures. 

The hailstorm stops. I hazard a look. 

Starbursts of debris everywhere, spreading out as if in time-lapse. Black spots at the edge 

of my field of vision. Hyperventilating. Don’t panic. The suit’s intact. Oxygen levels are— 

Oh. Fifty percent depleted.  
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I’d slap my forehead if not for the helmet. Oxygen reserve was in the thruster pack. 

Great. 

Okay. Time to inventory. 

Three drones destroyed. 

One thruster pack, also destroyed.  

I have no way to move.  

And 602? I crane my neck. The comms ferry’s half a klick away, according to my suit 

sensors. Might as well be an astronomical unit, for all the good it does me. The vectors are 

terrible. I’m moving away from the ferry, at a couple meters per second, at a 120 degree angle. 

Pieces of my drones are drifting with me. 

The oxygen will only last a few hours. So I have that long. Assuming no flares light up 

space.  

I activate my wrist comm, and get nothing. No link to 602, or Marconi. There goes my 

last option. 

Or…wait. What a moron. The ferry. Its comm systems are working, according to the last 

download Drone One gave me before everything went haywire. If I can get to it, I can 

communicate with Marconi. The emergency response protocol will kick in. All the ship’s 

computer has to do is lock on to my transponder and maneuver in close enough for me to hop on.  

It’s the maneuvering that poses a problem.  

I do a quick scan of the area. Drone One’s debris is nearest me, but there isn’t a piece left 

larger than the palm of my hand. The aft section of Drone Two, however, is tumbling at my 

velocity and a bit farther away than One. My suit tells me the good news—our vectors will cross. 

Bad news? It’s going to take fifteen minutes. 
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That’s fifteen minutes of me drifting ever farther from Marconi, and the comms ferry, 

and deeper into the star system. Immense distances scroll through my head. I block the thoughts 

best I can, but it’s hard to summon songs, or verses, or anything other than cold hard math. 

After what seems like forever, Drone Two’s fragment is near. I watch its spin, timing it, 

and contrast that to my own. My feet. They’ll be in position to contact first. 

Steady. 

Breathe. 

The quarter-meter aft end of the drone tumbles into me. I absorb the hit with my feet, 

bend my knees, and get a tenuous grip with my gloves. Okay. Step one is done. There’s an 

access panel for the aft thrusters. I pop it open, reach in for the control circuit. 

Reconfiguring the command pathways takes three minutes—I’d be even faster if not for 

these gloves. Everything’s a go. I twist the end around, facing the comms ferry. It’s distressingly 

small. So’s Marconi. I reach inside the panel, toggle the thrusters. 

Nothing happens. 

I repeat. This time white gases spurt from the nozzles, but cut off in a single, limpid 

plume. We’re barely coasting. 

No. Come on. Move! 

The fuel cells are drained. They have to be. I turn the drone, grabbing for the thruster 

bank cowling. There’s a plasma torch hooked to my belt. I cut it open. 

As I thought—empty. 

My oxygen levels keep dropping. What am I going to do now? 

Okay. The drone fragment. I can use it as a launch point. Get myself to the comms ferry. 
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But one of the other sections of either Drone Two or Three might still operate. I could use 

the thrusters on that. Then again, they could be just as empty as the one I’m holding.   

Time to choose. 

I orient my back to the comms ferry, and put my feet on Drone Two’s aft. It’s barely big 

enough for me to fit both boots side by side. One good shove, and I’m off, coasting toward the 

ferry. Drone Two’s section shrinks among the stars. 

Comms Ferry 602 grows larger, but it’s slow going. That oxygen level keeps dropping. I 

breathe slow and deep. Have to relax. Have to keep the panic from my head. Picture the 

basement, and the carols.  

But the question keeps snapping me back to the present: Would God let me die out here? 

I mean, alone, drifting in space, air draining away until I pass out, fall asleep, stop breathing, and 

freeze solid. Or burn up. 

It takes an hour to reach the comms ferry, and by the time I latch on to its 20 meter bulk, 

my body is stiff, and sweat soaks me. Oxygen levels are below 15 percent.  

I crawl hand over hand across 602’s surface, steadily, carefully, not wanting to miss a 

handhold and go spinning off into space. The HUD’s relentless oxygen display sits at the right 

corner of my vision, taunting me.  

My MarkTel authorization codes let me into the ferry. A hatch opens, and for the first 

time in hours I’m safe inside something manmade. No air, though: ferries don’t carry life 

support. Why should they? Data doesn’t need to breathe. 

I slide open a panel. There’s a broad space, curved, between the inner and outer shell of 

the ferry. It’s a large storage room, basically, with junction boxes and access panels everywhere. 
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A second, identical hatch is right in front of me, dark metal surrounded by red and white 

emergency stripes. 

A red screen glows to my left. This is where the ferry’s trove of comms data lives. Right 

now, it’s empty. Everything the scientists from BC8 wanted to send went out with 601.  

It takes some finessing, but finally I get 602 to latch on to Marconi’s comms. All the 

messages and data I’ve received streams across the screen. Perfect. I punch in the code for 

Marconi’s retrieval protocols, and send it. 

I glance out the hatch. There’s Marconi, no bigger than the tip of my finger. 

She isn’t moving. 

What? That’s impossible. I punch the code, send it again. 

Only, it doesn’t send. The message sits there, dormant, and no matter how many times I 

try resending, it just spools in a circle.  

“Not possible. She’s receiving data. Why won’t it send anything?” My voice cracks. 

Disuse takes its toll. 

It hits me. The red screen. Fear’s muddling my thoughts, making me see crooked. It 

shouldn’t be red. Specs say it’s blue when systems are normal. 

The malfunction from before? 

I hurry through a diagnostic, and when the results glow on the screen, I let out a moan. 

There’s a virus in there. Malicious code. The ferry’s CPU identified the precise time it went 

active—which was when Drone One exchanged information with the ferry. From there it spread 

to all three drones, and the software operating my thruster pack. 

But it started here. Somehow. It must have been added during manufacture—wouldn’t be 

the first time some digger was installed just for kicks. Coders showing off how they can 
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manipulate software and hardware of even the most powerful, wealthiest corporation in the 

galaxy. 

Only this time, it means I’m dead. 

There’s no way to send to Marconi. There’s no way to call to anyone. Even if I could, it 

would be more than a day before a fast ship could reach me.  

I’m too short on time, and air. 

I slam my fist against the screen. The impact pushes me back, floating. A wordless cry 

passes my lips. I pound on the bulkhead, movements slowed by zero gee. My heart pounds and 

my breath comes in gasps. 

A good five minutes goes by before I calm down. What a waste of air. 

So what? If I’m going to die here, is five minutes going to matter? 

A white line flashes across the screen. Incoming message. The ferry’s still linked to 

Marconi, so anything she gets winds up in here. 

It’s from Melinda Qin.  

Desperate for contact, I drag the hardwire connector from my wrist comm. It fits neatly 

into a socket below the screen. 

“…you’re doing well. We’re all counting down the first ferry’s return. Did everything go 

alright with the second? The sensor boys say they saw something odd on their scopes, flashes of 

light. I hadn’t heard anything from you and… I was worried. Contact us as soon as you can, 

please.” 

She pauses, looks at something off screen. Nods. “There’s three of us here celebrating 

tonight. Just, quietly, of course, because the others aren’t exactly pleasant about this holiday. The 

rest of the staff are in the lounge. Our administrator told us we can either ‘mark our day’ as he 
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called it in the Comms closet or not at all. Anyway, I told the others—Ferris and Alejo—that you 

were a believer, too. We came up with something.” 

Her voice goes soft, and starts in with the familiar words: “Silent night, holy night…” 

Two men’s voices join. My suit fills with their music. Before long, I’m mouthing the 

lyrics, then adding my song to theirs. A chorus of four, separated by time lag and millions of 

kilometers. 

Light pours through the open hatch. Alcova’s star. My heart stills as I sing “The dawn of 

redeeming grace…” 

Our voices trail off at the last stanza. My throat’s raw, but my spirit’s refreshed. 

Melinda smiles. “Merry Christmas, Captain. BC8 out.” 

The screen goes blank. 

I blow out a breath. I can face it, now. The end. Just having that contact with other 

people—people like me. It reminds me that all I believe is not simply words on a page, or text on 

a screen. It’s truth. Truth made tangible on one dark night, thousands of years ago and light-years 

away.  

He’s still present. In this system. On this ferry. 

For the first time since the thruster pack failed, I’m filled with— 

A thought pops into my head. A few of the ferry’s systems were impacted by the virus—

the ability to send, the ability to make the tract shift. But some systems are still operational.  

I pull up the diagnostic results again. Scan the lines. Come on…There! 

Without pause, I open the second hatch. 

Inside the comms ferry is the Raszewski sphere, a 10 meter space crisscrossed with 

braces and wires and tubes. It’s dark as night, no illumination except my suit beacons. At the 
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very center is the multifaceted jewel of the singularity generator, the heart of the sphere. I can’t 

see anything other than a pale yellow glow around its seams, but the power emanating from it is 

palpable. 

I float through, to the hatch on the opposite side. Beyond that, I locate the thruster 

controls. 

Just like 601, 602 has its own bank of thrusters. Minimal fuel, though, for infrequent orbit 

adjustment. Little’s needed to get the ferry up to thrust and me back to Marconi. 

When I get there, though, I’ll have to jump ship.  

 

Rewiring and reprogramming the thrusters to respond to manual command—not 

automatic orbit calculations—takes time. So much time that my oxygen sensor’s alarm starts 

chirping. I’m sucking at dregs. 

My breaths are shallow. I head back to the entry hatch, treading the thin line between not 

expending air too fast and moving as fast as I can. 

Trembling fingers fumble once, twice, to connect my wrist comm’s hardwire back into 

the main screen. Out the hatch, Marconi’s gone, and I see only the fringes of brilliance from 

Alcova’s star. 

It set in the sequence I need on my wrist comm’s display, and fire off a quick prayer. 

First burst. 

I hear nothing. My hand picks up the gentle vibration through the bulkhead. Outside, 

stars slowly shift position. The glare brightens. 

There’s my ship—my home. 
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I use a second burst to neutralize the ferry’s rotation. Marconi’s still drifting on its vector. 

I’ve factored that. The ferry’s aimed slightly ahead.  

Here goes. 

The third burst is a steadier shudder. The ferry eases ahead, gaining velocity, until my 

readout says 9 meters per second relative to Marconi.  

I kill the thrust. It’s going to have to be fast enough. Anything slower, and I’ll be blacked 

out before 602 reaches Marconi. Faster, though, and I’ll rip an arm off when I try to grab on to 

the ship. 

Everything becomes a haze. I see double—of my hand, of stars, just like I’ve made a tract 

shift. Am I gone from Alcova? Maybe I’m headed back home. 

Bright lights. Oxygen indicator. It’s blood red. Not good. 

How long has it been? Five minutes? Ten? Can’t read numbers. 

Closer. 

Marconi, God bless her. Looks like a construction model—clean lines, two gaps where 

two comms ferries hung. Beautiful ship. I see her majestic as any dragon. 

Closer. 

Thrusters? Some fuel left. I want to risk deceleration—but I can’t mash my hands against 

the wrist comm. 

Somewhere, Melinda’s face. Urging me. Go. 

I leap. 

Marconi’s hull is “under” the 602. Headfirst, I feel like I’m flying straight at her. But I’m 

aiming at her sphere, amidships. Aft hull slides by. No! If I miss… 

Don’t think about it. 
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Cooling vanes. Tall, thin. I reach out. Gloved fingers brush across the nearest one. 

Missed. 

But the motion shifts my trajectory, bleeds velocity. I slam into the next one, on the port 

side. This time, I grab hold, ignoring the screaming pain in my chest, my gut, and my head. 

I won’t let go. 

Can’t… 

Blackness. 

 

Light. Bright, obnoxious light. 

I feel way better than before. Deep breaths fill my lungs with familiar scents, and though 

I would have deemed them stale, it’s the freshest thing I’ve ever experienced.  

I’m in bed, with a set of med-scanners hovering by my side. Dehydrated, blood pressure 

stabilizing—looking good. It takes a moment for me to realize I’m not floating, and am resting 

comfortably on the best mattress ever. 

The last thing I remember is colliding with the cooling vane. I wince, and press my hand 

to my abdomen. There’s a brace underneath, and bandages. The med-scanner shows a pair of ribs 

getting knitted back into shape by nanites. That would explain the blue tubes in my arm. 

So how am I in bed? 

A moment later I have an audience—Blue and Scarlet. They trundle in, followed by the 

rest of the hamsters and the brassjackets. My very own heavenly host. 

I blink furiously. “Thanks, guys.” 

They sit there, lights flashing.  

I sigh, and tap the proper recognition signal on my wrist-comm. [Operator restored.] 
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They swarm out, headed into the corridor and their posts beyond. Blue and Scarlet linger 

a second longer—I might be imagining that—before rolling off after them. 

I get it. They’re rudimentary autonomous machines, following protocols programmed 

deep in their CPUs. The ship’s sensors told them I was in danger, so they reacted.  

Still, it’s nice to know they’ve got my back. 

 

Comms Ferry 601 returned on schedule. I set her up for continuous deployment, then set 

course for Alcova Prime. 

I managed to re-task one of my sensor probes with Blue and Scarlet hitched along for a 

ride. They brought 602 back in, and docked it. It’ll take some time to fix it—meanwhile 603 took 

its place. 

By the time all that’s done, I’m exhausted. My body’s still healing. But I’ve got a 

protocol to follow, too. 

Major damage to comms ferry systems and/or hardware may be repaired by a visit to the 

nearest company depot, government facility, or private station. It’s in the MarkTel regs. They’re 

willing to overlook a few days’ detour if they can save the half million. 

So I set course for Alcova Prime, and once the controls are set, I lean back in my bunk to 

read for a while. The greenhouse window beckons, with poinsettias perched like the bow to a 

giant wreath. I’ve got one in mind to drop off, when I make the station in 23 hours. 

It’s Christmas Day, after all. 


